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Research Project: Study on nanostructured silicon for next-generation solar cell –
materials and photovoltaic systems
I.The objective of this project is to extensively investigate the silicon nanostructures for
application in high efficiency all-silicon photovoltaic solar cells. The study includes fabrications
of different Si nanostructures such as Si nanocrystals (nc-Si) embedded in different silicon oxide
dielectric matrixes. Efficient p- and n-type doping for Si nanostructures, nc-Si based pn and pin
homo- and hetero-junctions, as nc-Si / poly-Si tandem solar cell structure. The involved effect of
Si nanostructures, such as multiple excitons generation (MEG) and carrier transport in Si
nanocrystals. This project will have important impact on development of high efficiency low cost
all-silicon solar cells to establish challengeable new technology against bulk-c-Si technologies.
II. Collaboration and development of an efficient solar cells, either crystalline silicon with new
ideas to improve conversion efficiencies. The approaches through different materials and
structures of solar cells, their research, development and innovation, mostly in antireflecting
coat and black cells. Spectral response or external quantum efficiency, conversion efficiency,
stability through the time and temperature or its reliability.
Also characterization-evaluation of photovoltaic modules of different technologies. To analyze
and to know their performance in different climates and their reliability. Due to the different
climates that exist in the countries, it is to evaluate the operation of the photovoltaic modules of
different technologies in arid-warm, coastal-humid regions and at heights up to 3,900 meters
above sea-level. Response of the modules to the different spectral components of the region.

